TOWN OF SOMERS
Department of Health
600 Main St.
Somers, CT 06071
(860) 763-8216

REVIEW OF SITE PLAN FOR A SUBSURFACE SEWAGE DISPOSAL SYSTEM ON:
279 Billings Rd., SOMERS, CT

TO: Ronald Bilodeau
349 West Wakefield Blvd.
Winsted, CT 06098

DESIGNER: T. Coon, P.E.
DATE OF PLAN: 11/10/21
REVISED TO: Rev. 12/10/21

REASON FOR SUBMISSION
( ) HIGH GROUNDWATER LEVEL
( ) RESTRICTIVE SOIL HORIZON
( ) SHALLOW BEDROCK
( ) NEW CONSTRUCTION
( ) EXCESSIVE SLOPE
( ) REPAIR
( ) OTHER Wetlands

DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
ESTIMATED FLOW: 3 bdrm
SEPTIC TANK: 1500 GALS.
FILL SYSTEM: 1.5 FT.
CURTAIN/FOOTING DRAIN: None

DESIGN PERC. RATE: 0-10 MIN/IN.
LEACHING SYSTEM: 590 SQ. FT.
100 L.F. X 12" Galleries

ACTION:
( ) APPROVAL
( ) APPROVAL WITH MODIFICATIONS OR PROVISIONS NOTED
( ) APPROVAL DENIED - SITE UNSUITABLE FOR AS IT PRESENTLY EXISTS
( ) APPROVAL DENIED - INSUFFICIENT INFORMATION ON PLAN
( ) APPROVAL DENIED - REVISE AS NOTED

COMMENTS:
1. Design Engineer shall stake out house
+ System location and elevations and plan w/ benchmark
shall be submitted prior to issue of a Building Permit.
2. Submit field sheets for perc. rate shown on plan.
3. Final plan must have Soil Scientist signature
4. Elevation Certificate required proof to issue of
Certificate of Occupancy for property.
5. $150.00 Plan Review Fee must be paid prior to issue
of a Building Permit.

COPIES TO:
( ) BUILDING OFFICIAL
( ) TOWN ENGINEER
( ) ZONING OFFICER
( ) WETLANDS OFFICER
( ) APPLICANT
( ) ENGINEER
( ) OTHER

SINCERELY,

STEVEN JACOBS
REGISTERED SANITARY

DATE 12/21/21